Lunar Dust Blower
Semi-Finalist List

for
NASA HUNCH
Design and Prototyping 2021
Congratulations for being chosen as a Semi-Finalist for NASA HUNCH Design and Prototype 2021.
Your design was chosen as a semi-finalist because you have a prototype that shows some or all of
your idea, interesting/original ideas in your design, you did some valuable testing, and/or had some
CAD designs that conveyed significant contributions. Despite the difficulties and not as many schools
participating this year, I believe that HUNCH has received as good of quality of projects as ever. You
should be very proud of your prototypes and ideas especially because of the difficulties surrounding
this school year. Some schools have been out of class all year and others have been in class all year
but students were being pulled out of class for weeks at a time. Some students were only able to
work and build from home. One school was only able to work together on their project for 3 weeks
before their CDR. Everyone should be commended on your resilience to finish your project and the
great ideas and work you have put together in front of your own eyes. Prototyping and testing are
the first steps in any engineering project and all of you have learned the value of it.
It is from the Semi-Finalist list that we will narrow down our choice for Finalists. We at HUNCH are
very proud of how difficult you as students and teams have made it to choose which designs should
go forward. Congratulations!!!
This list may be updated in the next day or two if we find we are missing a few team’s brochures.
We expect to have the list for the Final Design Review in the next day or so as well.

Critical Design Review – NASA HUNCH
Project Title: Lunar Dust Blower
School Name: Space Coast Jr/Sr High School
Teacher: Mr. Luis Reyes
Team Member Names: Dalton Sams, Aiden Arrington, Arrianna Brown, and Cyrus Coulter
Description of your Prototype / Data collected
The lunar dust blower prototype we have created is based off of a Kobalt electric snow
blower. Unfortunately, we could not purchase this snow blower but our design is solely based
on it. We have taken the design of the snow blower and made some modifications to make it
suitable for the environment and conditions on the moon. We created a 3d prototype with a
scoop-like blade that will pick up the dust as it moves through a metal grate on the front of
the dust blower. The dust will then be thrown to the location it needs to be. Since we cannot
make the prototype electric, we have put the blade and wheels on the same axel to allow the
dust to be picked up as it’s rolled. The prototype we’ve made also has an adjustable handle to
make the product more efficient in terms of storage and use for people of different heights.
Lastly, the prototype will not be made of the material that would be used but will be silver to
represent this quality. The materials, along with other parts we could not include, will be
discussed as we are presenting the prototype.
Most of the structure of the dust blower is quite similar to that of the snow blower.
Most changes made were made to withstand the temperature and meet the constraints
needed for the problem. We didn’t really make any changes in terms of the microgravity on
the moon because there are no loose components inside of the snow blower. With this
structural advantage, microgravity should only truly be a concern when the dust is thrown
onto the habitats. Although the structure of the two products is similar, there have been
changes made to the materials as well as additional features to meet both the criteria and
constraints of the problem. Most of the criteria can’t be shown as they would really be but will
be manually shown or discussed. An example of this is how the machine would actually run.
We unfortunately cannot make the prototype electric but can manually show how the interior
parts would function in a final product. To meet the specified constraints, we have added
things such as a wire grate to the opening of the dust blower and a heat sink to the motor to
ensure that everything works as it needs to be.
As we have been completing our prototype, we have been documenting our progress
through pictures and descriptions. We have labels on our prototype that show what kinds of
materials were used in the making of it. These will allow for the prototype to be recreated if it
is needed. All of our drawings show what each part will be and what is will do for our problem.
The descriptions that go along with it further explain the parts and materials. As for testing,

we are testing the functionality of the blade and the rest of the prototype separately. Due to
the proportions of the different parts of the prototype, it would be very difficult to test them
together and have an effective result. The blade alone will show the success of the design
even though it is not actually attached to the rest of the prototype. This information will be
fully documented to show the results of the testing.

Photos of your prototype with labels (If no prototype – summary of testing data Brief
descriptions / data collected)
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NASA HUNCH
Critical Design Review
Project Title: Lunar Dust Blower
School Name: Space Coast Jr/Sr High School
Teacher: Mr. Luis Reyes
Team Member Names: Nicolas Puzino, Dawson New, Dylan McCullough, and Jax
Martin
Description of your Prototype / Data collected
The NASA hunch design my team chose is the Lunar Dust Blower. The issue is that
astronauts need to find a way to move lunar soil to the top of lunar habitats. We must
modify a snow blower model to operate on the moon. My team took the challenge and
created a design that considers and addresses all criteria and constraints. It also
considers materials and whether parts should be bought or produced. The careful
planning of our design makes it a great choice for NASA hunch.
The project satisfies all of the criteria provided. It has an electric and a variable speed
motor, it only grinds rocks below an inch, it is easy to control with appropriate wheels, and
it has a directional dust shooter. The project circumvents the constraints of easily
overheating on the moon’s surface by using heat sinks to lower temperatures. It uses a
compact design and an adjustable handle to not be too heavy and for easy transportation.
Finally, it filters out large rocks to not strain or break the machine, while letting smaller
patches of soil through.
The project has a prototype and a 3D rendering. The render was created using
Solidworks. In the actual blower, it is engine powered, which moves it through the soil
and ramps it into the front. Our project is very similar to a snow blower after this. It picks
up soil and launches it through a wire mesh. If it is too big to fit through, it falls down where
it exits through a hole. If it goes through, it is sent through an auger and into a direction
changing chute.
The testing data we provided shows us perfecting our prototype through trials. The newly
installed ramp successfully picked up dirt into the ramp. The auger could successfully
throw dirt into the back of the blower. The wheels functioned perfectly and could traverse
terrain well. The chute spun 360o as intended. We liked the adjustable handle and the
ramp design after our testing. Our tests overall showed successes in our prototype and
allowed us to see the benefits of our design.
The documentation (Google Slides) lists the materials used to create the blower and those
used to make the prototype. It also tells which materials can be bought instead of made.
More parts were chosen to be bought instead of made in order to make the replication
and production easier. Clear instructions on the functionality of the parts are also
provided. Each part’s purpose is known and explained in the drawing. The prototype’s
materials are shown and a step by step process is listed on how we reached our final
product.
The project does take microgravity and the environment on the moon into
consideration. The wheels are specially designed moon wheels by another team,
used to gain a better grip on the moon’s surface. The lowered gravity also lets the
blower utilize a ramp to throw soil either through a mesh or out of the side. Past the
mesh is an auger that throws soil through the chute at the top, again utilizing

lowered gravity to throw further. The copper heat sinks exist instead of liquid cooling
because liquid cooling does not function properly on the moon due to lowered
gravity. The front lip brushes against the soil as a way to pick up dust without it
being manual labor.
The blower is a modified snow blower, meaning many parts can be taken off of a regular
snow blower. The auger is standard and can be bought off the shelf. The handle is a
simple adjustable commercial handle. The chute is also a standard directional
snowblower chute. Heat sinks can also be bought commercially, meaning 4 total parts
of the dust blower can be bought instead of manufactured. Only the body and wheels
must be manufactured. This means the production can be streamlined and quicken fairly
easily, leaving very little for direct manual labor.
In conclusion, our blower utilizes a variety of techniques to overcome challenges. Design
aspects address criterion and make usage easier. Material choice was also deliberate
in order to get the best results. The conditions of the moon were worked with to complete
a working design. Our prototype also accurately represented our design and had every
major aspect of it.
Photos:
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OUR DESIGN

01

Adjustable chute with an 180degree range to allow the
astronauts to shoot the dust in the
desired location

02

Trigger like handles which make the
snow blower easy to use for the
astronauts in their bulky suits

03

Heat sink that is connected to
chute which uses the cool moon
dirt that passes through the chute
to cool down the heat sink

04

Cow catcher similar to one on a
train used to filter out large rocks
that could damage the habitat

Problem Statement
In future mission, on Luna, the astronauts
will set up habitats for themselves. These
habitats need layers of moon dust to
block out radiation. Our team needs to
develop a way to transfer this dust. This
device will need to be able to withstand
the environment of Luna and it must be
electric. Our focus will be more on the
modification of an existing design than
the creation of a completely new one.

CAD MODELS

JUSTIFICATION

ENVIRONMENT

THIS BLOWER IS NEEDED FOR COVERING THE LUNAR
HABITATS WITH MOON DUST. THEY NEED TO BE
COVERED BECAUSE THE HABITATS ALONE ARE NOT
CAPABLE OF BLOCKING OUT THE REQUIRED AMOUNT
OF RADIATION AND THE DUST CAN MAKE UP FOR
THAT SHORTCOMING.

Luna’s Environment –

CALCULATIONS AND
EXPLANATIONS

Environment Counters –

In order to throw material, the best possible range and height,
the chute will have to be at a 45-degree angle, and it will
have to have a second stage impeller that goes roughly 1000
rpm. the first stage’s auger will have to go roughly 100 rpm so
that a good amount of material reaches the impeller. this
dust blower will have to be used for a long time and so steps
must be taken to ensure that the least amount of damage
occurs. besides using tougher materials, a cow catcher made
from grating with gaps no larger than .25in. would prevent
any large debris from damaging the blower and the habitat.
the blower’s chute will also have to be capable of rotating at
least 180-degrees to facilitate easier use.

The surface of Luna is covered in a very fine dust
that acts like sand grain-sized shards of glass
against objects and because of this, metal is our
only option. The temperature extremes are also
an issue; -250° to 250° Fahrenheit.
A heatshield and heatsink are needed to counter
the extreme temperatures on Luna. The
heatshield will be positioned to also act as the
heatsink. This piece will be like a box over the
motor and it will have enough contact with it to
leech of heat. The chute of the blower will be
incorporated into the heatsink to add surface
area. This allows for collected heat to be
transferred to the lunar dust travelling through the
chute. The electrostatic charge generated by the
lunar dust will cause the dust to stick to the blower
and this will cause malfunctions and/or reduced
efficiency. Nasa is developing an anti-static
coating that could prove useful in countering this
problem.

Lunar Dust Blower
School: Billings Career Center
Teacher: Eric Anderson
Team Members: Nolan Leonard and Jordan Dervishian
Description: Our lunar dust blower features a wire mesh on the intake chute, a hanging bag on the
side for dust storage, and a directional chute that guides the dust into the bag. The mesh filters out
rocks and only allows dust in while being removable. The bag can fold up and is also removable for
SEV pickup. The chute guides dust into the bag without clogging or escaped dust. Our design allows
distant dust to be taken back to the habitats as well as nearby.

By:Branodn Ringuette and
Kaleb Baron/ SJVTC
Teacher: Mitchell Daigle

Our blower is able to scoop
the dust from the ground with the
rubber auger and will not throw
rocks bigger than 15 millimeters
because of the grated plate that is
on the back of the auger housing,
which is completely sealed. Which
that then leads to another grate that
is 10 millimeters which will be able
to take out any rocks that somehow
made it through the first grated
plate. The rubber auger is able to
move up and down depending on
the ground level so you don’t pick
up any extra rocks. The plow in the
front is a great addition as well to
push away any large rocks that may
get in your way.

This is our rough design for the
beginning of our snowblower/ dust
blower
The idea of a regular snow
blower is what we are looking at
but with a few alterations. The will
be an extension to the top of the
blower that goes all the way around
the rubber auger that will be able to
move up and down depending on
the terrain the astronauts are in. The
completely sealed inside will have a
vacuum that will suck all the dust
into grated chute that will keep out
all the rocks and pebbles that will
harm the lifepods and blow out the
dust with ease.

● We have to figure out
how to move the dust
efficiently without
getting space dust all
over the astronauts and
the Space Pods.

Parts List for our Blower
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
The blower has a manual and
extended chute that helps save the
battery and is easy to move back and
forth to blow the dust where every you
would like. We have changeable
batteries to be able to get more done
during the day so you can charge a
battery while using a battery.

Snowblower
Rubber liner
Thick Rubber Pieces
Metal Auger Rod
Sheets of metal for
auger housing and
plow
Small pair of skis
Small LED light bar
Screws and bolts
Aluminum shoot
Two metal skies
Tires or tracks

Criteria and
Restraints

●
●

●

●
●

●

15mm diameter holes for
the grate
Plow in the front of auger
housing to move large
rocks out of the way
Seal and vacuum in the
auger housing to chute to
move the dust out
Large rubber rectangles on
the auger to scoop dust
Changeable and
rechargeable batteries so
that you can charge a
battery while using another
one using solar powered
energy to charge.
The Chute has to be
directed manually to save
battery

Lunar Soil Displacement Device
(Lunar Dust Blower)
Conroe High School
Mr.Canestorp
Cesar Arrona

The grill at front is designed to stop rocks from getting in and to slowly push the rock to
the side.
For heat dissipation a radiator is fitted in the pipe in which soil exits from. When the soil
touches the radiator it takes the some heat away.

Team Members:
Dan Krauss
Sydney Mandel
Ava Paulson
Fred Bauer (Teacher)

LUNAR
DUSTBLOWER
Includes
the shaft which is able to
rotate to allow for directionality of filling the baffle
Pictured: the chicken
wire used to replicate a
sifter. Will not allow for
pieces bigger than an

Sifter and
directionality

Parts

Lunar Dust Blower
Objective: Make a device that can get lunar dust
on inflatable habitats to help protect them from
harmful rays.

Battery Pack:
It will have a battery
pack that would
allow the dust
blower to operate
without having to be
wired to a separate
source.

Suspension:
Airless Wheels:
These wheels are airless so that they can be used on
the moon since the moon doesn’t have an atmosphere.
They are also wider so that it’s harder for them to sink
into the ground.

Group
Photo
Members:
Aidan
Manske,
Dylan
Politoski,
and Kyler
Newkirk
Teacher:
Mr.
Manske

LUNAR DUST
BLOWER
James Parker, Jeremiah Johnson,
Brandon Williams

We attend Manvel High School
where we are instructed by Mr.
Smith.
Our project is the lunar dust
blower, its goal is for it to blow the
lunar dust of of the moon's surface
on to the top of the lunar habitats.

OUR PLAN
BREAKDOWN
Component 1:
This is where we identified our problem
and our 5 attack paths. We documented
the patents and researched current and
past solutions. And lastly we went over
the design requirements specs, and
customer requirements.

Component 3
Out of the sketches we made we
decided whose design was most
efficient and began checking the
viability of our design.

Component 2:
We did sketches of the lunar dust blower to
help explain how the lunar dust blower will
work and what it should look like. This
includes isometric views and front, top and
side views of our future product.

KNOWLEDGE IS
POWER

Our website: https://spark.adobe.com/page/n99ZjAEaiun8W/

-

Just because have to work in
someplace new and unknown,
doesn't mean you have to rely
on something new and
unknown - The lunar dust
blower is built on comfort and
familiarity,so you can
complete tasks with ease!

-

VIERSTEINE

retrovlotl.wixsite.com/nasahutldb
STEM Academy of Lewisville
Lewisville, TX 75057

Pr oject Design

Abou t th e Pr oject

Pr ototype Visu al s

M at er ials:
What is t he Lunar Dust Blower ?
The lunar dust blower is a device similar to that
of a snow blowing machine - the only difference
being that instead of removing snow from an
unwanted area, it collects lunar dust and
disperses it onto a lunar bubble dome.

-

Space explorer 's plan to one day, establish an
inflatable dome on the moon. This dome will
act as a sanctuary for astronauts to reside in
during their stay.

-

-

Lunar Dust Pr oper t ies:
Lunar dust, also known as regolith, contains
helpful qualities, such as its ability to resist
meteorite attractions and reduce radiation
levels .

Pr elim in ar y Design

M odif icat ion s:
-

What s t he idea behind t he Lunar
Dust Blower ?

Electric snow blower (Snow Joe sj625)
Sheet metal
Mounting Handle bar
Steel mesh

Han dle bar - allows versatility for thick
astronautic glove usage
Filt er - prevents rocks bigger than an inch
from going through the chute and
potentially impairing the dome
Lu n ar t ir es - allows for mobility on lunar
terrain
M ach in e M ou t h Cover - allows the blades
of the machine to focus on collecting the
dust that lies close to the surface

CAD M odel

Ext en sion s:
-

-

-

Ben dy St r aw Tu be - extension to original
machine chute, for attachment of crevice
nozzle
Cr evice Nozzle - extension to bendy straw
tube, for creating linear and clean flow path
for exertion of dust onto particular sections
of lunar dome
Cat t le Gu ar d - covering of machine mouth
opening - aids in collecting and shoveling
piles of lunar dust toward machine blades

Pr ot ot ype

